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Abstract
Foreign language and culture learning suffers from a bad image in Danish Upper Secondary schools and German is not an exception. It means that the majority of Danish Upper Secondary school students are not particularly interested in learning the language. Therefore, intrinsic motivation plays a pivotal role in German language and culture learning in Denmark. One didactic initiative proposed to remedy the lack of intrinsic motivation is the introduction of various ICT (Information and Communication Technology) tools. This is the background for the research described in this article. Our study which was conducted on the basis of semi-structured focus group interviews with n=50 high school students and n=2 high school teachers shows that the ICT tools Photostory, MovieMaker and Voki indeed have an influence on students’ perceived intrinsic motivation in connection with German language and culture learning. Depending on the nature of the tool, our thematic analysis indicates that such tools facilitate different aspects of perceived intrinsic motivation. Still, our study shows that the tools have a limited effect on perceived intrinsic motivation, unless they are addressed and used strategically in the proper pedagogical context.
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Introduction

Danish students lack intrinsic motivation to learn foreign language and culture

Despite the increasing demand of Danish business organizations for employees with linguistic and intercultural competencies that may enhance global business responses to interational choke points, the interest among Danish high-school students in foreign languages is lower than ever (Mondahl et al. 2011). Students do not see foreign language and culture skills as a direct, career enhancing competence, but rather as a personal add-on that is “nice to know” rather than “need to know”. German is one of the languages affected by this lack of intrinsic motivation. Danish businesses and organizations require high, professional linguistic and intercultural competencies in their employees; however, the Danish educational system is at present not geared towards meeting this challenge. Danish students attach no status to foreign language competencies, at the same time as the Danish community is being challenged by internationalization and an ever-increasing multicultural workforce (Haberland et al. 2008; Verstraete-Hansen, 2008; Oxford Research, 2007; RIU 2010). Improving students’ language and culture competence across the Danish educational system is, therefore, a critical task if Denmark is to rise to these challenges and educate globally minded citizens and employees (Due et al., 2011, Mondahl et al., 2011, Preisler et al., 2011).

As the status for foreign language competencies in Denmark is under pressure, alternative and innovative methods are required. Results from Sprogkernen (2011) show that foreign language learning has a severe image problem among Danish Upper Secondary school students, and that students learn languages because they need them to attain other goals, e.g. higher grade average, i.e. they are extrinsically motivated (Mondahl et al., 2011). Extrinsic motivation is “[…] a construct that pertains whenever an activity is done in order to attain some separable outcome. Extrinsic motivation thus contrasts with intrinsic motivation, which refers to doing an activity simply for the enjoyment of the activity itself, rather than its instrumental values” (Ryan & Deci, 2000). This means that when a student is intrinsically motivated she is more likely to engage in a task willingly to improve her skills. She engages in playful and curiosity driven behaviors in the absence of reward, driven by an inherent interest and enjoyment of the task itself rather than external pressures or a desire for reward (Ryan & Deci, 2000).

ICT as a potential facilitator of intrinsic motivation

Educational researchers’ interest in the application of ICT (Information and Communications Technologies) for foreign language and culture learning and teaching purposes goes back to the 1960’s (Marty 1980). This area of research is termed “CALL” (Computer-Assisted Language Learning) and is defined as: “the search for and study of applications of the computer in language teaching
and learning” (Levy 1997:1). In CALL a broad range of ICT is used. The term “ICT” is defined as:

“[…] diverse set of technological tools and resources used to communicate, and to create, disseminate, store, and manage information”

(Ghasemi & Hashemi 2011).

Within CALL it has been shown that ICT has the potential to intrinsically motivate students to take an interest in language and culture learning (e.g. Grabe & Grabe, 2005). ICT has the ability to make language learning more relevant (e.g. Grabe & Grabe, 2005) because it enables students to actively use language for real purposes and contexts, stimulates curiosity and creates an interest in learning (e.g. Ghasemi & Hashemi, 2011). According to Mondahl & Svendsen (2011), studies of university students’ learning processes show that the popularity of social software/Web 2.0 the so-called “digitally native” students’ learning might be accomplished under circumstances different from those traditionally used in universities (Dirckinck-Holmfeld, 2010; Sternberg, 2011). Students are familiar with interactive platforms like Twitter, Facebook, YouTube and LinkedIn, and according to Mondahl et al (2009)

“…recent studies suggest that the digital generation of students learn differently from the previous generations” and “they are dependent on the Web for accessing information and interacting with others (Benson & Avery, 2008; Sternberg, 2011)”

Mondahl et al (2009)

Knowledge is constructed rather than reproduced in social media enhanced platforms, reflection is enabled via retention of input and processes, and this means that the “digital learner” is provided with new means of internalizing knowledge.

However, still not much is known about the role of ICT and intrinsic motivation to learn German in Danish Upper Secondary schools, let alone to what extent these students may be categorized as ‘digital natives’. We have, therefore, been collaborating with two Danish Upper Secondary schools with a view to carrying out a more in-depth qualitative study of three selected ICT tools (Movie Maker, Photo Story and Voki) and their role in the facilitation of intrinsic motivation in German language and culture learning. Based on the positive effect of ICT on intrinsic motivation that the literature suggests, we will attempt to answer the following research question:

To what extent do the ICT tools Photostory, MovieMaker and Voki promote students’ perceived intrinsic motivation to learn German language and culture?
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In addition, we test the following hypothesis:

*The three tools facilitate perceived intrinsic motivation to learn German language and culture, because they raise students’ curiosity and make learning relevant.*

By answering the research question and testing the hypothesis, we hope to find answers to whether tools such as the three tools described in this article facilitate intrinsic motivation and thus function as a lever to German language and culture learning. Against this background, we will give our recommendations for suggested future application of such tools.

**Methodology**

**Data collection**
Our approach can be described as qualitative and abductive. The rationale behind the qualitative approach is that qualitative data have the ability to reflect the perceived reality of the individuals, which is in line with a social constructivist paradigm (Vygotsky, 1978). Inspired by the pragmatist paradigm, the abductive approach is defined as a method that: “[…] involves analysing data that fall outside of an initial theoretical frame or premise (Meyer & Lunay, 2013). We have chosen this approach because

[...] abduction is a means of forming associations that enable the researcher to discern relations and connections that are not otherwise evident or obvious. This allows the researcher to formulate new ideas, think of something in a different context […]”

(Meyer & Lunay, 2013).

The data collection method that fitted our qualitative and abductive approach the most was semi-structured focus group interviews with the students. Interviews were conducted with n=50 students evenly distributed over two classes (Class A & Class B) and n=2 educators (Teacher Class A & Teacher Class B) from two Greater Copenhagen Upper Secondary Schools where the students had been introduced to the ICT tools. The students (n=20 male and n=30 female 11th graders, age 16-17 years old) and teachers (n=1 male, age 50 and n=1 female, age 45) were randomly recruited.

In addition to the student interviews, the teachers were interviewed individually in one-on-one interviews by the authors. The purpose of the one-on-one interviews was to investigate 1) the educators’ thoughts behind the selection of a given ICT tool for a given task 2) their instructions to the students for the use of the tool 3) students’ perceived beneficial value of the ICT tools used in the learning process and 4) an exploration of the possible implications (Kvale &
Brinkmann 2008: 215). In this article focus will primarily be on the last point, and more precisely on teachers’ perception of students’ intrinsic motivation.

For the focus group interviews with the students, the students from the two classes were divided into 6 groups (5 groups of 8 and 1 group of 10 students) and interviewed. All students participated actively in the interviews. The classes were kept separate for the focus group interviews in order to avoid confusion over which tools were used and to be able to align teacher input with student input. The authors conducted all the interviews. The focus group interviews were semi-structured and based on the overarching question: “What is your overall perception of tool XXX and does it motivate you to learn German language and culture (if yes, why – if no, why not)?” In addition to the overarching question there were supporting sub-questions, e.g. “Which feature(s) of the tool XXX do you like?” The idea behind the main question was to initiate an open group discussion, limit interference by the interviewers and let the subjects’ contributions control the discussion. Sub-questions were more detailed and concrete and typically asked and sometimes adapted when the participants themselves had not illuminated the topic properly from the main questions. As Braun & Clarke 2006 put it:

> [...] qualitative research involves a series of questions, and there is a need to be clear about the relationship between these different questions. First, there is the overall research question or questions that drive the project. A research question might be very broad (and exploratory) [...] narrow questions may be part of a broader overarching research question, and if so, the analyses they inform would also provide answers to the overall research question. Although all projects are guided by research questions, these may also be refined as a project progresses”

(Braun & Clarke 2006: 14-15).

Each interview lasted approximately 15-20 minutes depending on how much the interviewees were willing to share with the researchers. In the semi-structured interviews there were also question regarding perceived learning, e.g. “Has XXX (name of the tool) helped you learn German?” It should be noted at this point that due to the limited scope of this article, focus will only be on input related to perceived intrinsic motivation in connection with the three tools and not perceived learning. All aspects related to perceived learning will be dealt with in a future article. Also, the focus of this article is on students’ perceived motivation. Thus, only where relevant, we include teacher quotes to add further dimensions to the student quotes. Teacher’s role will be dealt with in a future article.
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Description of the three ICT tools and their application in
German classes

During the school year 2011, Class A used Voki and Photo Story and Class B
used Movie Maker and Photo Story for approximately 12 weeks. Below the
three tools and the contexts in which they were used will be presented.

Windows Movie Maker is a presentation and video editing software. The
students from both classes were instructed to use the tool for presentation
purposes. The students made the presentations in the form of short movies or
photo albums that they had to present to the class. It is different from e.g. Power
Point because students can use it to make short movies1.

Like Windows Movie Maker, Windows Photo Story is a presentation tool. It is
different from Movie Maker as it does not have a video processing and editing
function. It is different from Power Point as it can integrate audio files. The
students in both classes were instructed to create a visual story that they then
had to present to the class. The students made a story by adding narration,
effects, background music and digital photos to create a presentation. In contrast
to Windows Movie Maker students can only work with pictures and audio files,
but not videos.

Movie Maker and Photo Story were used in connection with student
presentation in the form of a short movie or a story (sometimes with text on the
screen and background music in addition to the narration) about a given topic
which was then presented to the class. The topics were chosen by the teachers.
For instance, when using Photostory students from Class B were given the topic
"the Berlin Wall".

Voki is a tool that the students can use to create their own talking characters or
avatars called “Vokis” (e.g. historical figures, cartoons etc.). Students can give
their Vokis a voice by recording their own voice using a microphone, uploading
audio files or Voki’s dial-in number. Students can share their Vokis on social
media, embed them on websites or even mail them to each other2. Voki can be
classified as an oral presentation tool as it enables the students to present their
oral production to the teacher and the rest of the class. Voki does not include
music or movie features. The only pictorial material is the talking avatar.

Voki was used in connection with reading and listening assignments. In both
cases the tool could either be used individually (e.g. phonetics exercises) or for
collaborative learning purposes (e.g. students sending audio files to each other).
The tool was also used in connection with a study trip to Germany. More
precisely, students were instructed to use Voki to communicate with their

1 For more see: http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-live/movie-maker#t1=overview
2 For more see: http://www.voki.com/about_voki.php
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German counterparts. Students were instructed to send their German peers avatars with an audio introduction of themselves.

**Approach to data analysis**

The focus group interviews were recorded as MP3 sound files and subsequently meticulously transcribed. Qualitative data analysis was applied to analyze the data. Qualitative data analysis is

> "the process of bringing order, structure and meaning to the mass of collected data [...] Qualitative data analysis is a search for general statements about relationships among categories of data"

*(Marshall & Rossman 1990: 111).*

More specifically, the data were analyzed using thematic analysis, which is defined as

> "[...] a method for identifying, analyzing, and reporting patterns (themes) within data"

*(Braun & Clarke 2006: 6).*

Thematic analysis was considered the proper analytical tool in our context as we were interested in finding main themes and thus potential intrinsic motivational patterns in our data.

In the thematic analysis, we followed the six phases suggested by Braun & Clarke (2006):

1. Phase 1: familiarizing yourself with your data
2. Phase 2: generating initial codes
3. Phase 3: searching for themes
4. Phase 4: reviewing themes
5. Phase 5: defining and naming themes
6. Phase 6: producing the report

After having transcribed the audio data, we familiarized ourselves with the data (phase 1) in order to generate initial codes (phase 2). Subsequently, themes were identified (phase 3+4) from the respondents’ input on the ICT tools used. Next, themes were defined and named (phase 5). Only input regarding perceived intrinsic motivation or the lack thereof was analyzed. The results of the thematic analysis are normally visualized as thematic maps. The ICT tool *MindMeister* was applied to generate the thematic maps.

**Results**

The following section presents the results from the thematic analysis. Typical examples (student quotes) have been selected to support the findings. Where
relevant, we include teacher quotes to add further dimensions to the student quotes.

On the thematic maps, the main themes are highlighted in black and the subthemes in white. The pink dotted boxes indicate negative aspects of using a specific tool (demotivating factors). Green arrows show the relationship between sub-themes.

**Photo Story**
Below, we shall go into detail with the students’ use of Photo Story and their perception of it as a motivator in connection with German language and culture learning.

**Photo Story Class A**
As can be seen in figure 2 below, the thematic analysis of Photo Story from students from Class A generated six main themes of which four are positive and two negative from a student perspective: “easy to use”, “fun”, “active learning”, “better collaboration”, “no introduction” and finally “not much language involved”.

![Figur 1. Thematic map of Photo Story, Class A](image)

*Easy to use:* The first theme identified was that Photo Story is easy to use: “Photo Story is very simple to use”, “you can structure your presentation quite well”. This is an important aspect when introducing new tools in the classroom, as tools that are difficult to use can discourage and demotivate some students from using them in the future.

*Fun:* The second theme is that Photo Story is fun to use. Photo Story is fun to use, as it is a creative tool that enables variation in German classes thus making learning more exciting. Students said: “It is more fun with pictures”, “It’s a lot of fun”, “more fun than blackboard teaching”, “it’s not just boring grammar - now it’s more fun to come to German classes”. The fact that Photo Story is fun
has to do with the tool promoting variation and creativity. Students said: “Very nice with some variation”, “different way of learning and to keep up the motivation”, “You learn language in a different way”. Thus, these aspects indicate that there are traces of intrinsic motivation.

Active learning: The third theme is “active learning”, which is related to the creativity aspect that the tool provides. Students said: “I am active”, “good when you have to make it yourself and improvise”, “more fun when we use it than when the teacher uses it”. It should be noticed that Photo Story enables the students to become active and independent learners. They have been given the freedom to work with the material while the teacher has more of a facilitating role, going from being a ‘sage on the stage’ to being a ‘guide by the side’.

Collaboration: The fourth theme is collaboration: “better collaboration with other students”, “fun to see what others have done”.

The first four themes identified showed general student satisfaction with the use of the tool; however, students also pointed out some negative aspects:

No introduction: The fifth – and the first negative – theme is that students felt that they were not properly introduced to the tool and as a result technical problems were experienced. Students said: ”It’s bad that we don’t get an introduction to it (…) that makes it a lot of work”. It was frustrating when you couldn’t make it work”, “you need more help”, “all that technical stuff can really be too much – there have been a lot of problems”. This aspect stands in stark contrast to the theme “easy to use”, which may indicate a variation in students’ IT competences.

Not much language involved: The sixth, and negative, theme is that the vast majority of the students said that there was not much language involved when they used Photo Story. They felt that they did not benefit from the tool linguistically as a result of lacking relevance, the tool being too simple, that the layout took a long time and ultimately that they did not get any feedback from the teacher: “The layout takes long time and it affects the quality of the content”, “It requires a lot of work compared to how much you benefit from it linguistically”, “Photo Story is too simple … and you can’t do complex things in it”, “it’s really bad that you don’t get any feedback from the teacher”, “it’s fun but I don’t see the purpose of using it…we need concrete learning objectives”, “it’s not a relevant tool”. This aspect is directly related to the theme “No introduction” and indicates that the purpose of the tool has not been communicated to the students. In addition, the tool had not been adapted to the learning context as a result of lacking integration of language.

Though students reported that Photo Story was a tool that is fun to use due to variation and creativity, easy to use and enables active learning and collaboration, it cannot be concluded that the tool has made the students more intrinsically motivated to learn German. According to the students there were
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several demotivating factors: students had not been introduced to the tool and according to them there was not much language involved when they used the tool thus resulting in the tool being perceived as irrelevant.

**Photo Story Class B**

As can be seen in figure 3 below, the thematic analysis of Photo Story from students from Class B resulted in the following five main themes of which only one is considered negative: “engagement”, “fun”, “practical”, “collaboration”, “active German usage limited”.

![Thematic map of Photo Story, Class B](http://www.lom.dk)

**Engagement:** The first theme is Engagement. The students indicated that they participated and contributed much more than before and that they were less afraid of being in the limelight. They indicated that they were less anxious and felt more comfortable in class discussions: “I think I get more motivated and happier to study German though I’m not good at it”, “You want to contribute more, when you feel more comfortable”, “everyone can contribute something, even if you are not good at it”, “those who usually do not say much start contributing”. These claims are supported by the teacher who said: “Others who are not good at German and don’t stand out much in class get the chance to participate ... they start to be more active and hand in assignments”. Thus there are indications that the need for competence is fulfilled because now even students who are not good at German start participating in class and start handing in assignments. This suggests that these students believe more in themselves and that they start to feel more competent than before.

**Fun:** The second theme shows that like in Class A, students from Class B also perceive Photo Story as fun: “So fun to make photo shoot”, “Photo Story has been fun”, “learning German is more exciting with pictures and music”, “It is more fun to learn when you have to make it yourself than just listening to the teacher”. This indicates that not only is learning more fun but also the need for autonomy is promoted. The fun aspect is supported by the teacher who said:
"They definitely want good grades, but they get involved because they think it is fun (...) otherwise their attitude towards German is: “What do we need that for?” The tool is perceived as fun and even extrinsically motivated students can be moved towards intrinsic motivation when using the tool. This is a typical example of internalization of extrinsic motivation, a transformation from extrinsic to intrinsic motivation. In addition, the tool is perceived as fun because it is also a creative learning method and brings variation into the classroom: “I am really creative and look forward to the classes”, “One learns in a different way”. “It offers variation to classes and makes me more motivated to learn”.

Collaboration: With theme three we see that just as is the case with Class A, students in Class B see Photo Story as a social way to learn German: “Socially it has been really good”, “we got the chance to get to know one another”, “it’s quite entertaining to see what the others had made”, “you learn to work with other people”. These claims are supported by the teacher who said: “It’s a social work method”. The fact that Photo Story is a tool that enables students to interact more with each other and create social bonds is indicative of the fact that it can facilitate the fulfillment of the need for relatedness, which is important for the facilitation of intrinsic motivation.

Practical: The fourth theme that emerged was the fact that Photo Story was a practical tool: “it’s nice to have things on your computer”, “it’s practical and you have everything you need on the screen”. The fact that the tool is practical makes language easier to learn and students are not discouraged demotivated from learning German.

Active German usage limited: The fifth and less positive theme is that students indicated that there has not been enough language in using Photo Story: “It takes a lot of work compared to what you get out of it”, ”I think there could be more language involved”, ”better if we could use our German more than we did”, “you don’t get the opportunity to speak German freely because the text was read out loud”. This is in alignment with the teacher’s comment who said: “They don’t get the chance to use language freely like in the old class conversations”. This aspect may indicate to things: either the tool has not been adapted to the learning context or the tool lacks the necessary inherent features to facilitate the language learning process. In either case this aspect negatively influences intrinsic motivation as the tool, in the long run, may be perceived and thus rendered obsolete.

Our thematic analysis indicates that when Photo Story is used students are more engaged and involved primarily because they find Photo Story a fun and creative tool. The tool is also perceived as practical and promotes collaboration between students. In general, students are more intrinsically motivated to learn German. Even students who are not good at German become increasingly active. In addition, students who are initially extrinsically motivated become gradually intrinsically motivated: e.g. “I think I get more motivated and happier to study German even though I’m not good at it”. Also, “It is more fun to learn
when you have to make it yourself than just listening to the teacher”. Students feel more engaged and start believing more in themselves. In turn this gradually facilitates intrinsic motivation, which is manifested in increased participation: e.g. “those who usually do not say much start contributing”. These claims are supported by the teacher who said: “Others who are not good at German and don’t stand out much in class get the chance to participate ... they start to be more active and hand in assignments”. The only demotivating aspect pointed out by the students is that students think that they cannot use their German freely when using Photo Story – which was backed up by the teacher.

**Movie Maker**

The thematic analysis of Movie Maker from students in Class B generated the following four main themes: the two positive themes “fun”, “engagement” and the two less positive themes “language not integrated” and “technical issues”.

![Figur 3. Thematic map of Movie Maker](http://www.lom.dk)

*Fun:* The first theme shows that as in the case of Photo Story, also Movie Maker is perceived as being fun primarily because it brings variation and creativity into the classroom resulting in higher level of student engagement: “German lessons are much more fun now”, “it’s fun making movies”, “making movies can be very fun”, “It varies teaching very much” ”variation makes you become more engaged”, “I think it is cooler to do something different”, “fun to have things on the screen and be creative”, “a creative way to learn German”. These student comments are in line with what the teacher said: “The variation that comes with it motivates them”, “It is nice to work with texts in this way; texts that are otherwise one-dimensional”. An even more remarkable observation is that some students said that they now had a desire to learn German: “More motivated to learn the language”, “now I have a desire to learn German”.

An interesting observation is that students report that one of the fun aspects is that they are doing things themselves thus ‘getting their hands dirty’: “It’s
different when you make a movie all by yourself”, “you learn more when you have to do things by yourself”. This is an important observation as it is indicative of a higher degree of student autonomy.

**Engagement:** Engagement is the second theme. An important observation is that shy students and students who are normally afraid to speak up would start participating and contributing. Students said: “everyone in our group participated quite actively in class and contributed with good ideas” “you want to contribute more”. This is supported by the teacher who said: “there is greater enthusiasm to figure out a problem”.

This is an important observation that indicates that students are undoubtedly more motivated and that students who were normally not that motivated to learn German begin to show interest in German and start believing more in themselves, thus feeling more competent than before.

**Language not integrated:** The third theme and one of the negative aspects is that majority of the student stated that language was not integrated when Movie Maker was used in class: “I would’ve liked to use my German a bit more”. This is supported by the teacher who said: “there is not enough language in it”. This shows that the tool has not been adapted to the learning context.

**Technical issues:** The fourth theme which is on the negative side is that students reported that there were many technical problems connected with the tool: “The technical aspect can be too much some time”, “there were a lot of technical problems”, “especially in the beginning there were several technical problems and we couldn’t make it work”. The underlying reasons for the occurrence of the technical problems were not evident in the collected data.

According to our thematic analysis, there is strong evidence that Movie Maker has the ability to facilitate students’ intrinsic motivation because it is perceived as a tool that is fun to work with, thus resulting in a higher degree of student participation and engagement. Students become more enthusiastic when using the tool and motivated to learn German: “More motivated to learn the language”, “now I have a desire to learn German”. Students start contributing actively: “everyone in our group participated quite actively in class and contributed with good ideas”, “you want to contribute more”. This is supported by the teacher who said: “there is greater enthusiasm to figure out a problem”. However, there are also demotivating aspects in connection with the tool. First of all, language has not been integrated. Second, students experienced technical difficulties when they used the tool.

**Voki**

The thematic analysis of Voki from students from Class A generated the following five main themes: “fun”, “participation”, “impersonal”, “limited introduction” and finally “lacking relevance”.
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Fun: The first theme derived from the data is that Voki was fun to use because it created variation. Students said: “More fun than normal classroom teaching”, “fun to learn language in a different way”, “variation is good”.

Participation: The second theme is that there was less focus on students who did not wish to be in the limelight resulting in lower level of anxiety. Students said: “You’re not so nervous when you use Voki”, “very nice to have something in the background in case you panic”. These statements are supported by the teacher who said: “It is like a role-playing game that breaks affective barriers”.

Impersonal: The third theme on the negative side is that students thought that Voki made communication with their German peers impersonal. Students said: “Voki is frivolous ... it’s just a doll ... it does not say anything about me as a person”, “The avatar does not reflect me as a person.... would be better with own picture”, “strange to send an avatar of myself to the Germans”. These comments stand in stark contrast to the teacher’s comment, referring to Voki as: “identity creation in virtual space that you can take with you into the classroom” and “a cultural ice-breaker”. This indicates a serious mismatch between the tool’s intended purpose and the actual perception of it.

Limited introduction: The fourth and rather negative theme is that the students said that they were not given proper introduction to Voki: “You need more introduction and guidance from the teacher”.

Lacking relevance: The fifth theme is that not all students found Voki relevant for several reasons: “Voki is not complex enough…it’s too childish”, “it’s not a serious tool”, “I’m not sure about the purpose of Voki”, “technically it doesn’t work…it can’t pronounce the words correctly”. This aspect indicates lack of a general introduction (previous theme) to the tool and that the purpose of the tool
has not been communicated clearly by the teacher. It could also indicate that the tool does not fit the students’ age group.

There is no evidence that Voki can facilitate intrinsic motivation although there are elements of intrinsic motivation, e.g. language learning is perceived as being more fun and increased student participation as a result of lower anxiety levels. However, there are many demotivating aspects connected with Voki, e.g. Voki is impersonal, limited introduction and lacking relevance.

**Conclusions**

The aim of this study was to investigate whether tools such as Photo Story, Movie Maker and Voki had the ability to promote students’ perceived intrinsic motivation to learn German language and culture. Generally, the results of the study show that Photo Story in Class B and Movie Maker (Class B) contributed mostly to students’ perceived intrinsic motivation to learn German compared to Photo Story in Class A and Voki (Class A).

**Photo Story in Class B:** Our thematic analysis suggests that when Photo Story is used students are more engaged and involved primarily because they find Photo Story a fun and creative tool. In general, students are more intrinsically motivated to learn German. Even students who are not good at German become increasingly active. In addition, students who are initially extrinsically motivated become gradually intrinsically motivated.

**Movie Maker:** There are strong indications that Movie Maker has the ability to facilitate intrinsic motivation because it is perceived as a tool that is fun to work with, thus resulting in a higher degree of student participation. Students become more enthusiastic when using the tool and motivated to learn German.

**Photo Story in Class A:** Students reported that Photo Story was a tool that is fun to use due to variation and creativity, though it cannot be concluded that the tool has made the students more intrinsically motivated to learn German.

**Voki:** There is no evidence that Voki can facilitate intrinsic motivation although there are elements of intrinsic motivation, e.g. language learning is perceived as being more fun and increased student participation as a result of lower anxiety levels.

**Discussion**

When it comes to Photo Story in Class A, a critical point is that in order to intrinsically motivate students, it is paramount that the students find the tool relevant, and from the student comments we can see that this is not the case. The reason for the lacking perceived relevance is that majority of the students said that they had not been introduced to the tool. Another reason for the lacking relevance, according to the students, was that not much language was involved which resulted in the tool being perceived as irrelevant even though it creates more socially challenging contexts. In class B student were quite happy
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with Photo Story, although they thought that they could not use their German freely when using Photo Story; a thought that the teacher also shared with the students.

When it comes to Movie Maker, according to the students there were two major demotivating factors in connection with Movie Maker. First of all, just like in the case of Photo Story language students said that language had not been integrated. Second, students experienced technical difficulties when they used the tool. Technical problems may or may not be avoided but the lacking integration of language seems to be a problem in the case of Photo Story as well as Movie Maker.

Moving on to Voki. Voki was the tool with the most demotivating aspects. According to the students the tool was perceived as impersonal, the introduction to the tool had been quite limited and finally, it was not perceived as relevant. A highly critical point here is that in order to intrinsically motivate students, it is paramount that the students find the tools used relevant, and from the student comments we can see that not all students considered Voki a tool that matched their age group. It is our recommendation that the teachers consider using other and perhaps more age appealing tools that offer matching facilities.

Looking at our data in connection with the three tools, one of the more thought-provoking results of our work is the apparent gap between what the teachers believed they had given as instructions about the use and purpose of the respective tools, and what the students perceived as the instructions given. A considerable number of students commented that they believed that the instructions given had not been sufficient, clear and precise. Here we may have come across what recent research (Prensky 2001; Helsper & Enyon 2009; Jones et al. 2010) term the “digital disconnect”, or as Prensky (2001) puts it: “the natives are being taught by immigrants who are, in effect, not talking the same language”.

The study highlights a challenge that is not easily addressed: language and culture learning are inherently personal competences that are only acquired in contexts where the necessity to use the competences is evident. CALL may enhance competences, but the question is whether the competences enhanced are language competences and not interactional competences? Interactional competences are inherent to culture competences, but if the ICT tools used in language and culture classes mainly support relationship-building, students will not perceive this as a tool to increase language competence per se. In other words, students will not perceive the activities as pertaining to language competence building. The students state that ‘not much language is involved’ and the knowledge component of language competences is played down. Some remedying may take place through a more consistent teacher approach focusing on language use in the relevant contexts, but it remains a challenge for language and culture teachers to make the language relevant and a natural part of an otherwise amusing and intrinsically motivating activity.

http://www.lom.dk
Based on the discussion of the results, our general recommendation is therefore that the tools should be better integrated in ICT-based language learning. This should be done by 1) adapting the tool to the course content 2) introducing students to the tool by telling them what the tool is, how it should be used and finally why it should be used with reference to clear learning objectives and contextualization.

However, it should be noted that the current study has several limitations. First, we only looked at three ICT tools because it is impossible to investigate all ICT tools. We can therefore not generalize and assume that ICT in general facilitates motivation. Future studies should study the use of other ICT tools and their effect on motivation to learn German language and culture in order to compare and evaluate effects on a broader basis. Second, ICT usage at other Upper Secondary Schools in other geographical areas should be studied. Our students and teachers were from two metropolitan schools and availability of ICT tools may vary a good deal across regions and schools. Third, longitudinal studies should be conducted to capture motivation over a longer period of time as motivation is a dynamic process and not a static construct.
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